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“Whoever treads a path to seek knowledge, Allaah will
make easy for him/her the path to paradise.”
(Saheeh Muslim, Vol.3 Hadith No. 99)
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Alhamdulillaah, we are delighted to bring you the Unique Madrasah
& Tuition Academy!
UMTA is an educational establishment that provides an Islaamic and
highly fruitful educational experience where children can learn key
skills and concepts. We are here to inspire a love for seeking
knowledge and implementing this to achieve upright character.
UMTA is unique because:
 We teach moral and upright character education, nurturing
children upon correct values
 We provide classes in standard madrasah subjects as well as
academic tuition
 We provide classes every day during the week
 We operate on specific dates during half term and end of term
holidays
 We champion human-scale education to deliver personalised and
effective learning
One of our key objectives is to work collaboratively with parents
and guardians in fulfilling the great responsibility that is required
when rising children.
The purpose of this prospectus is to give a comprehensive overview
of our services for prospective as well as current parents.
We pray that every child who attends our academy will learn,
benefit greatly from our programmes and highly talented team.
If you have any further queries after reading about our academy,
we would love to hear from you.
Jazaakumullaahu khairan.

Hawwa Mbombo
Headteacher

Mohammed Nooruddeen Uthmaan Hamani
Director
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Our Vision
In a fast-paced society, filled with many distractions and continual worldly commitments,
spiritual nourishment can often be neglected, often resulting in forgetfulness as to the real
purpose of life.
UMTA provides a purposeful, caring and inspiring environment for young children aged
between 6 to 11 years old. Parents and guardians can be rest assured that UMTA offers a
learning experience that is filled with reward and blessing, supporting children to develop
their Muslim identity. UMTA believes that with positive communication and collaboration
between the academy and home, we can build strong foundations for the success of the future
generation, in this life and the Hereafter, by the permission of Allaah.

Our aims and objectives
UMTA aims and objectives are to ensure that all children study:









Tawheed (monotheism), it’s meaning and categories
Hadeeth (narrations) and authentic Sunnah
Eemaan and its branches
Qur’aan memorisation (Hifdh), its correct pronunciation and melody (Tajweed) and it’s
explanation (Tafsir)
Arabic language and literacy
Seerah of the prophet and his companions
Implementation of Islaamic knowledge to develop proactive individuals who make a positive
contribution to their families and wider society
Skills for daily life through tuition in the 3 core academic subjects to strengthen their
foundations and prepare them for the next sage in their learning

In order to achieve our aims and objectives, we have developed comprehensive programmes of
study which we have detailed in the 'Programmes' section. We would like parents and
guardians to actively participate in the journey of learning alongside their child by engaging
in discussions with them at home and encouraging them to perform good deeds, using wisdom,
mercy and patience, inshaaAllaah.

The benefits of UMTA
There are a range of benefits to the UMTA service for your child, some of these benefits
include:
Helps to develop a love of the Deen
Nurtures children to grow accustomed to being in circles of knowledge
Provides young children with a good foundation of knowledge of the Deen
Develops children’s confidence
Increases children’s passion for learning
Opportunity for young children to make good companionships
Increases Eemaan (faith)
Helps parents to fulfil their obligations and duties
Provides children with relevant knowledge and skills that they will be practically using
everyday
 Provides children with skills that they will utilise throughout the rest of their lives










The Prophet سلَّم
صلَّى ه
َ ُّٰللا
َ علَ ْي ِه َو
َ said when a person dies all of his deeds cease except 3, amongst
them is a righteous child who makes dua for their parents.
Ultimately, the greatest benefits will be seen by consistent and regular attendance at UMTA
and perseverance even after the novelty has worn off!!
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Meet our Team
Our team
Founder and Director:
Ustadh Mohammed Nooruddeen Uthmaan Hamani

Ustadh Nooruddeen is the Director and founder of UMTA. Ustadh
Nooruddeen grew up in Ghana where he studied Qur'aan, Tajweed rules,
and Islaamic Studies. He has been teaching these subjects for over 12
years to both children and adults. Ustadh is also an Imam in the local
community.
At UMTA, Ustadh Nooruddeen is responsible for:
 Teaching Qur'aan, Arabic, and Islaamic studies programme
 Developing and monitoring the implementation of the Qur’aan, Arabic,
and Islaamic studies tuition
 Recruitment, training and development of teachers, and teaching
assistants
 Conducting admission interviews and entry assessment of prospective
pupils
Co-founder and Headteacher:
Ustadhah Hawwa Mbombo
Ustadhah Hawwa is the Headteacher and co-founder of UMTA. Ustadhah
Hawwa has been in education for over 11 years, having experience of
leadership and management in the early years as well as teaching in
primary school.
At UMTA, Ustadhah Hawwa is responsible for:






Tutoring academic subjects
Safeguarding
First Aid
Health and Safety
Recruitment, training, and development of teachers and teaching
assistants
 Conducting admission interviews and entry assessment for prospective
pupils
UMTA has a diverse range of dedicated and specialist staff, who are
experts in their field and always available for communication with parents
at the end of tutoring sessions.
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Programmes
UMTA provides a broad, structured and progressive programme that
responds to children's strengths and emerging needs.
This programme is in 2 parts:
1) The Islaamic Studies programme, which encompasses:
 Qur’aan
 Classical Arabic language
 Moral and upright character education
2) The Academic Tuition programme, which encompasses:
 English including phonics and reading skills
 Mathematics
 Science.

The Islaamic Studies programme is organised as follows:

Qur’aan
All UMTA pupils are taught to memorise (Hifdh) and read the Qur’aan with Tajweed rules.
Beginners level: memorisation of Surah's in Juz 30, applying Tajweed rules during
recitation
Intermediate level: memorisation of Surah’s according to personalised level, applying
Tajweed
rules during recitation
Advanced level: memorisation of Surah’s according to personalised level and learning the
theory of Tajweed rules
UMTA also teaches its pupils Tafsir of the Qur'aan in order to increase their understanding
of the Surah's they are memorising.
Resources: Mushaf Uthmaani Script (every child will need their own copy of this from home),
Tafsir from the book of Shaykh Ibn Baz entitled 'Important lessons or every Muslim’, published
by Darussalam.

Classical Arabic language
At UMTA, we understand that classical Arab language is the key to understanding the
Qur’aan. Our aim is to develop children's speaking, comprehension, reading and writing
skills in the language. We use an Arabic language programme which has a series of
workbooks for levels 1 to 6 designed for teaching Arabic to English speaking children.
Resources: UMTA uses an Arabic language programme workbook, which each child must have
their own copy of. Parents can purchase this as part of the Islaamic Programme resources by
visiting www.umta.co.uk.
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Programmes
Moral and upright character education
The fruits of knowledge seeking and understanding lie in excellent character and
conduct, firstly with the Creator and then with His creation. UMTA supports the
development of moral and upright character as a principle and takes a holistic
approach to promoting this throughout and across all of its activities.
Children are taught using the ICO Islamic Studies curriculum, as well as various
books by the trustworthy major scholars. These topics include:

Aqeedah (Islaamic creed):
 Tawheed (its meaning and 3 categories)
 Pillars of Islaam, Eemaan, and Ihsan

Islaamic morals and upright character education:








Adkhaar and Dua'as (remembrance of Allaah)
Islaamic character
Islaamic morals through children's stories and Ahadeeth
Respect for parents, elders, the young, neighbours and property
Islaamic greetings and expressions
Rights and responsibilities
Islaamic perspective on current affairs

Fiqh (Jurisprudence):







Criterion of actions
Cleanliness
Wudhu
Salah
Fasting
Other obligatory and supererogatory acts of worship

Seerah and Islaamic History:






Seerah of the Prophet Muhammed () ّٰللا ُ عَ َل ْي ِه َوسَ َّلم
ص َّلى ه
َ
Prophets and Messengers of Allaah
Stories of the Companions (Sabaha and Sahabiyyat)
Biographies of the major scholars
Islaamic calendar events

Resources: ‘ICO Islamic Studies Curriculum’, Shaykh Ibn Baz entitled 'Important
lessons for every Muslim’, printed by Darussalam.'Tawheed for children' (Level 1 and
Level 2) by Dr. Saleh Saleh. ‘Stories of the Prophets’, by Ibn Kathir printed by
Darussalam.
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Programmes
The Academic Tuition programme is organised as follows:

English tuition
Children bring their homework to the academy and they are supported in
completing it with their tutor. Tutors explain key concepts in the homework,
provide the child with alternative questions if they need more practice or to
broaden their understanding and then supervise them whilst they complete the
work independently. Tutors will encourage children to develop mastery,
confidence, and accuracy in their work.
Children who do not have English homework will be tutored using specific
resources that cover the expectations for Literacy as set out in the National
Curriculum. These areas of Literacy are:
1)
2)
3)

Reading (word reading and comprehension)
Writing (spelling, handwriting, and composition)
Vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation

Parents can purchase these specific English resources by visiting our website,
www.umta.co.uk and placing an order.
Resources: CGP Grammar, Vocabulary, Spelling and Punctuation, CGP
Comprehension (KS 1), Reading (KS 1), CGP English Study book, CGP GPS
Question book, CGP Handwriting.

Phonics and reading
At UMTA, we believe that confidence in reading provides access to all other
areas of the curriculum, which is why we provide tuition in this area, in order
for all children to gain the confidence they need to read a wide variety of texts
independently. UMTA also actively looks for opportunities to encourage
children to read.
Phonics tuition is provided to children in year 2, however, we do recognise that
children in older year groups may also be in need of phonics tuition, if they
missed out on this when they were younger or if they are learning English as
an additional language EAL or if they are just generally finding learning
phonics challenging.
UMTA uses the multisensory synthetic phonics system 'Jolly Phonics'.

Resources: Jolly Phonics
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Programmes
Mathematics tuition
Children will bring their Mathematics homework and receive tuition accordingly. If children are
confident with their work they will be provided with alternative practice exercises to broaden and
deepen their understanding and skills, in order to promote 'mastery’. As with English, children who do
not have their homework will be tutored using UMTA resources.
The areas of mathematics that we tutor in includes:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Number (including timetables and number bonds)
Measurements
Geometry
Ratio and proportion
Algebra

UMTA carefully logs the type of homework topics that children bring and complete at the academy.
Tutors track the national curriculum objectives that a child has met fully, partially or hasn’t met at
all and children are also given regular opportunities to self-assess. With UMTA resources, children are
taught further mathematical skills such as problem solving, mental arithmetic and times tables. Our
resources offer more support or challenges, according to the needs and ability of the individual child.
We encourage each child to have a copy of the main resources below. These can be purchased on our
website, www.umta.co.uk
Resources: CGP Mathematics textbook, CGP Times tables, CGP Mental Maths (and various other skills
workbooks)

Science tuition
As with our English and Mathematics tuition sessions, we also provide Science tuition. Children will
need to bring in their homework and they will receive tuition to complete the work. If a child does not
have homework for any reason, we will tutor them using our programme resources.
The areas of science we cover are in line with the National Curriculum expectations for each year
group. These are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Plants
Animals
Materials
Seasonal changes

Lower key stage 2:
All of the topics above including:
1)
Light
2)
Forces and magnets
3)
Living things and their habitats
4)
States of matter
5)
Sound
6)
Electricity
Upper key stage 2:
All of the topics above including:
1)
Earth and space
2)
Forces
3)
Inheritance
Parents can visit our website to purchase a study book and workbook resources for their child.
Resources: CGP Science Study book and CGP Science Workbook
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Assessment
UMTA, children are assessed in all of the areas of learning in
which they are tutored. This will allow us to ensure that all
children are progressing well. Children are assessed:
 On entry – for 2 weeks maximum to assess areas of strength
and development
 Informally on a daily basis by tutors
 Formally every 10 weeks
Tutors will use their informal assessments to set goals for the
child's next session. Goals that a child needs to meet will be
communicated to parents/guardians on a regular basis.

Organisation
UMTA champions 'human-scale' education, which is why children
are tutored in small groups with other children who are in the
same key stage.
There is a 1:7 and 1:8 ratio. Our tutors personalise the learning
for individual children in the group by giving one to on attention
to each group member at a time.
Tutors also encourage children to work independently as it is
important for children to feel confident and comfortable with
completing work by themselves.
During Qur'aan lessons, children are grouped according to
ability, rather than by age or key stages.
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Daily Routines
UMTA daily routines are as follows*:

Day

Time

Activity

Monday – Thursday

5:00 – 6:00pm (1 hour)

Qur’aan

Monday – Thursday

6:00 – 6:05pm (5 mins)

Break

Monday – Thursday

6:05 – 6:45pm (40 mins)

Classical Arabic language

Monday – Thursday

6:45 – 7:00pm (15 mins)

Moral and upright character
education

Fridays

5:00 – 5:45pm (45mins)

Mathematics

Fridays

5:45 – 5:50pm (5 mins)

Break

Fridays

5:50 – 6:35pm (45 mins)

English

Fridays

6:35 – 7:00pm (25 mins)

Science

*Time allocations and lessons are subject to change

Children must arrive at UMTA by 4:55pm. All sessions finish by 7:00pm, but we
kindly request that parents arrive at 6:55pm.
Children must arrive and be collected promptly on each day.
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Term Dates

UMTA operates throughout the calendar year,
excluding the month of Ramadhan, Eid holidays
and specific dates during the winter and summer
break.
Exact dates of operation are available on our
website, www.umta.co.uk. Parents do not pay fees
for Ramadhan and Eid holidays, only.
Parents who travel or are absent during UMTA term
time, are still required to ensure that they have
paid their fees.

For more details, please see
the 'Terms and Conditions'
fees statement.
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Key Policies
Safeguarding and Child Protection
Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children refers to the process of
protecting children from abuse or neglect, preventing the impairment of their
health or development, ensuring that children grow up in circumstances
consistent with the provision of safe, effective, nurturing care and undertaking
that role so as to enable those children to have optimum life chances and to enter
adulthood successfully.
Child protection refers to the processes undertaken to meet statutory obligations
laid out in the Children Act 1989 and associated guidance in respect of those
children who have been identified as suffering or being at risk of suffering harm.

UMTA is committed to safeguarding children and promoting their
welfare at all times. We will, therefore:
 Understand our responsibility to safeguard children and share any concerns
that we may have about children
 Support children's development in ways that will foster security, confidence,
and resilience
 Provide an environment in which children feel safe, secure, valued and
respected, feel confident and know how to approach adults if they are in
difficulties.
 Provide a systematic means of monitoring children known or thought to be at
risk of harm
 Ensure that detailed and accurate written records of concerns about a child are
kept and referred to the relevant authorities, when necessary.
UMTA will support children by:
 Encouraging the development of self-esteem and resilience in every aspect of
life, through our moral and upright character education classes
 Promoting a caring, safe and positive environment.
 Liaising and working together with other support services and those agencies
involved in the safeguarding of children, if possible.
 Notifying Social Care as soon as there is a significant concern of harm to a
child
UMTA is also committed to preventing and combating extremism, which has no
place in Islaam. UMTA utilities a holistic approach to achieving this as well as a
specific focus through the delivery of its moral and upright character education,
which teaches a wealth of Islaamic values including:





Peace
Love for your brother what you love for yourself
Excellent manners, conduct and respect for all
Keeping family ties
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Key Policies
Uncollected Child Procedures
UMTA expects all children to be dropped off and picked up on time. In order to
achieve this, we kindly request that parents/guardians drop their child 5 minutes
before the lesson time (4:55pm) and come to collect their child at least 5 minutes
before their lesson is due to end (6:55pm). In the event that a child is not collected
on time due to unforeseen circumstances, UMTA will:
• Reassurance to the child
• Under no circumstances allow for a child to be taken to a member of staff’s
home, or allowed to leave in the care of another parent, or anybody else,
without parental consent.
• In the event that parents/guardians who usually pick the child up are unable to
do so, the parent/guardian must advise UMTA how to identify a new person who
is to collect their child; by physical description and a pre-determined password
• UMTA will contact the emergency contact person/s who is identified within
child’s record’s and arrange for them to collect the child in the event that
parents/guardians cannot be contacted
• If an hour after the agreed collection time no contact has been made with the
parent/guardian or emergency contact, UMTA will contact the Local Authority
(LA) Social Care team.
• A record of the situation will be kept, and UMTA will ask parents/guardians to
sign and date it to confirm they are aware of the content of the Incident log

Missing Child Procedures
UMTA operates in secure premises and takes practical steps to ensure that
children, staff and visitors who attend are kept safe. In the event that a child is
missing, UMTA will:
• Immediately conduct a thorough search of the premises and surrounding areas
• Ensure that staff work together to locate the child
• Seal off exits and access CCTV, immediately
• Ensure that all those involved in the search have been given a description of the
child and what the child is wearing
• If the search is unsuccessful, UMTA will ring the police, providing a description
and keep searching the premises and surrounding areas
• UMTA will advise the relevant parents/guardians of the situation as soon as is
reasonably practical to do so
• UMTA will record the event in the incident log and ask parents to sign it

Equality and Diversity
UMTA is committed to:
• Providing equality, fairness, and respect for all children, staff and visitors who
attend our academy
• Oppose and avoid all forms of unlawful discrimination
• Taking seriously complaints of bullying, harassment, victimisation and unlawful
discrimination brought forward by staff, parents, visitors, the public and any
others during the course of UMTA operating hours.
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Key Policies
Children with Special Educational Needs and Disability
(SEN&D)
UMTA believes that every child matters and every child is unique. We
welcome children from all backgrounds and those who have additional
needs and our premises are Disability Accessibility friendly.
Parents/guardians must read through our programme and policies carefully
to ensure that it is suitable for their child. Parents/guardians with children
with additional needs must clearly indicate this on their registration form,
discuss their child's needs further with the UMTA leadership and a decision
will be reached that serves in the best interest of the child.

Health and Fire Safety
UMTA operates in premises properly and appropriately equipped with fire
safety prevention and evacuation procedures. Children, staff, and visitors
are informed of fire safety procedures upon induction and long visits. Fire
evacuation signs and extinguishers are visible in various locations across
the premises.

First Aid and Emergencies
UMTA has qualified first aiders on site fully equipped to deal with any initial
emergencies that may occur onsite, ahead of emergency services being
called. Parents/guardians will be contacted immediately after the
emergency services and provided with a full briefing of the circumstances.

Illness and medication
Children who are severally unwell should refrain from attending UMTA in
order not to spread the illness amongst other children. Parents/guardians
must attempt to provide all medication outside of UMTA hours. If medicines
need to be administered by UMTA, parents must complete an authorisation
form upon registration giving their consent and ensuring that this medicine
is brought to the academy for all sessions.
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Codes of conduct
Behaviour
At UMTA, we have high expectation of excellent character and conduct from everyone
who is involved in or attends the academy. We champion positive behaviour and
reinforce this through our UMTA golden rules which are:
 We are kind to each other
 We always try our best
 We take turns

Rewards
UMTA acknowledges the excellent character and good actions of children. Good
actions will be noted by verbal praise, certificates for extra ordinary achievement,
rewards and positive feedback to parents.

Discipline
UMTA does not tolerate bad behaviour and reserves the right to sanction such
behaviours towards those who display them consistently, without regard for others.
UMTA does not use corporal punishment as a means of discipline, but rather, follows
a set of procedures applied to those who break the rules. These procedures are as
follows:
 Verbal warning from the teacher/tutor
 Written warning will be sent to parents/guardians
 Exclusion from all of UMTA classes
Behaviour deemed as unacceptable towards other children, staff or visitors to the
academy includes:
 Foul, rude, derogatory, discriminatory or racist language
 Hitting, spitting or other forms of physically aggressive behaviour
For the above mentioned specific behaviours, there is an automatic exclusion from
all UMTA classes after a full investigation by the Head teacher (for incidents
involving girls) or Director (for incidents involving boys). Parents will be contacted
immediately for a meeting to inform them of the investigation and decision of the
leadership.
Any child who has been excluded from the academy due to unacceptable behaviour
will not be able to re-apply for a place at the academy until the start of the following
academic year.
There will be no refund of fees for children who excluded from UMTA due to bad or
unacceptable behaviour.
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Codes of conduct
UMTA Scholarship Award
UMTA provides scholarship awards to children who display exceptional qualities through:
 Love of the Qur'aan and its memorisation
 Excellent Adaab & Akhlaaq (Islaamic character, manners & etiquettes)
 Rapid progress from their starting point at UMTA in any of the tuition subjects
 All round excellent conduct and progress
UMTA Scholarship candidates are chosen by the Director (for boys) and Head Teacher (for
girls). Each year, one girl and one boy are chosen. Parents will be contacted and
informed if their child comes into any of the above categories. The family will be
awarded a discount of £25 off the fees each month, which will apply for the entire year.
UMTA leadership reserves the right to remove this award from any child whose
behaviour later becomes unacceptable.

Uniform dress code
UMTA expects its learners to be dressed in a tidy and well-presented manner when
attending classes. In light of this, UMTA adopts a uniform dress code which must be
adhered to by all children.
This uniform comprises of:
Girls: Black abayah and head scarf or Black jilbaab, smart shoes/boots or trainers
Boys: White qamees and White Kufi (optional), smart shoes or trainers

Fashionable hairstyles, short back and sides, wedge cuts etc are not permitted
Children should increase layers as appropriate for the weather by wearing a jacket, scarf
and gloves during cold days or seasons and fewer under layers during warmer days.
UMTA does not permit hoodies but rather children are advised to wear coats/ jackets,
jumpers or blazers.

Stationary
UMTA provides all stationary that the children will need to use whilst attending their
sessions. We do encourage children to have a madrasah bag for holding their books.
Alternative bags must not contain images of living beings or cartoons characters.

Adornments
For health and safety reasons, jewellery (including hand rings, hooped ear rings,
bracelets, necklaces etc), make up, nail polish, scarf pins, and high heels are not
permitted at UMTA. UMTA does not accept responsibility for any lost, damaged items or
belongings during its operating hours.

Modern electronics and gadgets
Mobile phones, tablets, iPads', toys, gadgets and other personal play items from home are
not permitted at UMTA.

Food & drink
Children are allowed to bring fruits and water to eat as a snack during break times.
Parents/guardians must ensure that bottles of water are closed securely. Children can
bring fruits and water in a carrier bag or lunch bag. Lunch bags must not contain
images of living beings or cartoon characters.
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Information for Parents
Home – School Agreement
At UMTA, we believe that by working positively together, we can help children
to gain valuable knowledge and skills that they can utilise in their Deen and
Dunya, inshaaAllaah.
We encourage parents to support their child and their efforts at all times,
showing that they are valued, which will maintain their self esteem and
motivation to continue. Maintaining regular attendance will provide
consistency of routine for a child and will allow for more rapid progress.

Attendance
Parents must send an email or call UMTA to report if their child will not be
attending due to illness or other expectational circumstances and a possible
date upon which they are likely to return. Parents will be contacted if their
child has not attended the academy for one whole week. If the academy is
unable to reach the parent after 2 weeks of no attendance, the child's name will
be removed from registration and the next family on the waiting list will be
contacted for a place.
UMTA expects 100% attendance during term time. Breaks can be taken during
holiday times which are clearly indicated on our calendar, which is available
on the website, www.umta.co.uk.

Drop off and pick up
Parents/guardians must drop children at 4:55pm and pick them up at 6:55pm,
Monday to Friday. Children must be dropped off and picked up on time.
Parents/guardians must clearly indicate on the registration documents who is
authorised to collect their child from the academy.

Supporting at home
UMTA strongly encourages parents/guardians to support their child(ren) at
home by discussing the concepts that they have learnt in Qur'aan and moral
and upright character education, in order to support the practical
implementation of their knowledge. Whenever possible and appropriate
teachers/tutors will also advise parents on how they can further support their
child's development in other subjects at home too.

Compliments and suggestions
Compliments and suggestions can be made by emailing info@umta.co.uk.
Parents/guardians can also speak to a member of staff who will document the
comments and pass them onto the relevant member of staff, inshaaAllaah.
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Information for Parents
Communication with parents:
UMTA communicates with parents via the following means:
 During the trial session, interview and induction process
 Face to face during drop off and pick up times
 By providing a daily feedback report on your child’s learning for that day via
the UMTA App
 Contacting you via telephone
 Via email
 Via newsletters
 Via the UMTA website
 Via UMTA social media
UMTA expects well-mannered and polite communication at all times from all
parties. Abusive conduct towards staff will not be tolerated and may led to
cancellation of registration after a thorough investigation by the UMTA
leadership. Registration that is cancelled due to abusive conduct will not have
any paid fees refunded.

Complaints:
UMTA strives to deliver the best service that it possibly can, however, recognises
that there may be times when things could be done better. If there is a
complaint to make the following process must be followed:
Stage 1 - Informal: An informal dialogue must take place between all parties.
Please request a meeting with the relevant member of staff at the UMTA
reception area.
Stage 2 - Formal: If your complaint is not resolved and the issue persists, detail
your complaint in writing by emailing it to info@umta.co.uk, for the attention
of the Head Teacher. Your complaint will be investigated and the Head Teacher
will respond formally in writing.
Step 3 - Appeal hearing: If you are unsatisfied with the outcome of step 2, you
can email a request for an appeal hearing. UMTA will arrange a meeting with
you, the Director and Head Teacher to hear your complaint. The Director will
then independently look into the matter further and will write the outcome of
their investigation. The decision of the Director at the Appeal stage is final.
UMTA keeps a written record of all complaints and their outcomes. All records
of this will be kept confidential, however, will be shown to relevant authorities
upon request.
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Admissions
Prospective parents are encouraged to complete the UMTA admissions
form which is located on our website www.umta.co.uk, under the
'Parents’ tab. When a place becomes available, a member of staff will
contact you to arrange a convenient date and time for your free trial
session and interview.
Upon arrival, UMTA will request to see original copies of:
•
•
•
•

The child's birth certificate
Proof address for parent/guardian
Current madrasah report (if applicable)
Most recent school report (if applicable)

If there is a mutual agreement to accept a place, an induction will
then take place and 50% of the fees will be payable. Please allow
around 1 hour and a half on this day.
If there are more applicants then the number of places available,
preference will be given in accordance to the following for applicants
who:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Already have a sibling at UMTA
Are within the catchment area
Applied at UMTA first (date order)
Have a child who is older
Are on our waiting list
UMTA accepts after an interview

After submitting an application, prospective parents should wait to
hear back from us within 4 weeks. Forms are registered on our
systems and reviewed regularly for available spaces.
If you have not been contacted within 4 weeks, please send an email
to: info@umta.co.uk
Upon registration, parents must abide by all UMTA policies and
procedures.
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Fees - 2018
1) Option 1 - Termly payments:
Cost per term - £500 per child

Due dates:
50% of the first month fees must be paid on the induction day whether directly by
the parents/guardians or by a third party. The remaining balance is due within 2
months.

2) Option 2 – Monthly payments:
Cost per child - £125 per child

Due date:
All instalment payments must be received on the 1st of every month or the next
working day if the 1st falls on a weekend.
50% of the first month fees must be paid on the induction day, whether directly by
the parents/guardians or by a third party. The remaining balance is due 2 weeks
later. Normal payments of £125, will begin on the 1st of each month.

Discounts:
Sibling discounts - £5 off fees per child, on termly or monthly payment options.
Discounts are also applicable to UMTA scholarship award children.

Ways to pay
Online: Parents can use the UMTA online payment system to pay for all fees. This
link is available on our website, www.umta.co.uk in the 'Parents'' section. Parents
can also pay for programme resources on our site.
Bank transfer:
Account name: Nooruddeen & Co Ltd
Account number: 20432178
Sort Code: 60-11-18
Reference: Your child's name
Telephone: 0208 004 5481 and your payment can be collected over the phone.
In person: Visit our centre and you can pay by card using our card reader
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Terms & conditions
It is the responsibility of parents/ guardians to adhere to the payment structure and dates outlined
above. Failure to pay the fees by the deadline may result in UMTA terminating its contract, in
accordance with its terms.
50% of the first month fees must be paid on the induction day, whether directly by the
parents/guardians or by a third party (such as a relative or a sponsor).
Late payment and late fee charges
Parents/guardians failing to pay their fees by the due date may have their child(ren)'s registration
suspended. Pupils will be suspended after second weeks of parents/guardians not paying fees.
Pupils suspended for non-payment of fees may be re-registered on payment of the full fees plus a
reinstatement fee of £50.
Families are advised to contact UMTA as soon as possible, and in advance, if they are having
difficulties in making payments.
We may advise parents who are having difficulties making fee payments to withdraw their
registration, however, if they would like to re-register, they may be accepted back without paying
the £50 reinstatement fees.
Overpayments and Refunds
Payments of fees made online will be applied to the child's account in accordance with the details
submitted electronically.
In the event that an overpayment is made against the total of fees owed, the credit balance arising
will be used to offset any debt or other legitimate charges in due date order. If there is no other
debt, any remaining credit will be put into the next month's balance.
UMTA does not offer refunds in the following circumstances:
• If a child is excluded from UMTA due to bad or unacceptable behaviour
• If, following a thorough investigation, UMTA suspends a child's registration due to the abusive
conduct of parents/guardians towards UMTA staff
• If an overpayment has been made on an account (overpayments are dealt with as explained
above)
• If a prospective parent/guardian pays 50% during the induction day and later on decides to
withdraw
• If a parent/guardian decides to withdraw with or without notice and have paid for the month
• If parents/guardians take their child(ren) on holiday during term time
• If children miss UMTA lessons due to illness or other reasons
Withdrawal
• If a parent/guardian decides to withdraw within the 1st month and they have paid for the full
term, UMTA will only refund 50% of the fees.
• If the withdrawal request is made in 2nd month, they will be refunded 25% of the fees.
• If the withdrawal request is made in the 3rd or 4th month, there will be no refund of fees.
Any other refund requests must be made by sending an email to: info@umta.co.uk
Currency Conversion Costs, Bank Charges etc.
All payments made through our online payment facility must be made in Pounds Sterling (£). Any
currency conversion costs or other charges incurred in making the payment or in processing a
refund shall be borne by the parent/ guardian or the third party making payment and shall not be
deductible from the amounts due to UMTA.
Governing Law
These Terms and Conditions are governed by and to be construed in accordance with English Law.
Any disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
UMTA reserves the right to amend existing terms and conditions or introduce new terms and
conditions at any time.
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Resources list for children
In order to keep our costs low and reasonable for families, a one-off
payment for some resource books are required.
Here is a list of the resource books that children will be using and whether
it is obligatory or optional.

Items

Obligatory or

Cost per child

Optional?
Qur'aan Mushaf

Obligatory

£0 (bring from
home)

Islamic Programme Books Textbook and Obligatory

£ 20

Workbook Level 1
CGP English Study book, CGP GPS

Optional

£17

Optional

£18

Optional

£11

Question book and CGP Handwriting
book
CGP Maths Textbook, CGP Timetables,
CGP Mental Maths
CGP Science Study book and CGP
Question book

All book resources can be purchased by visiting our website:
www.umta.co.uk and placing an order.
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FAQs
Here are the answers to some frequently asked questions:

Can I select which lessons my child is taught at UMTA?
UMTA is not only a tuition academy but also, a madrasah (school). Children must participate
in all subjects taught in the programme. There are no opt in or opt out subject areas or
tuition subjects.

What is 'homework' tuition?
UMTA provides homework tuition in order to work together with the school and what the child
is currently learning so that their tuition is relevant and appropriate. We provide more skills
practice based on the topic they are learning in order to deepen a child’s understanding of
the work. If a child does not have homework, for any reason, we use our own programme
materials. Parents can ensure that their child has their own copy of this material by
purchasing it from our website, www.umta.co.uk. We encourage this particularly for children
who may be home schooled or attending another alternative education provision.

Can children receive homework support in Arabic?
Classical Arabic language is taught using the Medina book series. Over time, UMTA will be
developing its own Arabic programme for its pupils to follow, inshaaAllaah. If parents would
like for their child to receive Arabic language homework support because they receive Arabic
homework from the school, please speak to the Head Teacher (for girls) or the Director (for
boys) to discuss if this can be accommodated. This extra service may incur an additional cost
starting from £20. This homework support will take place on Fridays during UMTA hours and
may involve a child missing tuition in the other academic subjects, according to the amount
and complexity of the work.

Can children be given work ahead of their age during the tuition?
UMTA aims to deepen children’s knowledge, understanding, and skills in order to develop
their ‘mastery’ of the concepts they are learning. This is important in order for children to be
successful at school. The direction that examinations are heading will mean that children
cannot just memorise facts in parrot fashion, but rather, they will face an end of year
examination which means that they need to have truly understood what they have been
learning at a greater depth. Before accelerating learning, we work to deepen and widen
children’s learning so that it also 'sticks' rather than rushing through content and curriculum
topics.

How I track my child's progress in English, Mathematics, and Science?
UMTA will conduct an end of term assessment that comprises of a range questions. These are
analysed and interpreted by the academy and allows the academy to understand how much
children are understanding the work that they are doing. The results of this mastery
assessment will be shared with parents and goals will be set. Families can track their child's
progress via the UMTA App.

Can I pause my registration?
Some parents may wish to pause their registration without un-enrolling if their child is unable
to attend the academy for a short time. In which case, it would be possible to pause the
account at a reduced cost per month. This allows for your child to remain registered with
UMTA until they are ready to resume their classes. The cost for pausing your registration is £
15 per month, per child. Please write to the academy by sending an email to:
info@umta.co.uk if you wish to pause your child's account.

How do I un-enrol from UMTA?
Please speak to the Headteacher initially to discuss your registration. If you still wish to unenrol, please send an email to: info@umta.co.uk. UMTA requires 2 weeks' notice before unenrolling your registration details. All payments to UMTA must be up to date before unenrolment. Please see fees Terms and Conditions.
Please see the Headteacher should you have any questions that have not been included here.
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Contact Us
Monday to Friday 5:00 until 7:00pm
Website: www.umta.co.uk
Email address: info@umta.co.uk
Contact number: 0208 004 5481
Registered company name: Nooruddeen & Co Ltd
Registered company number: 08612305

© Unique Madrasah & Tuition Academy. All Rights Reserved.
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